International conference
“Developing Critical Thinking and Teacher Training in the XXI th Century – Opportunities For Change”
February 21-23, 2000 Vilnius, Lithuania

AGENDA

21 February 2000

09.00 – 10.00 Registration
10.00 – 10.50 Opening the conference. Complimentary speeches
10.50 – 11.00 Presentation and discussions on agenda
11.00 – 11.30 Coffee brake
11.30 – 13.00 Teacher training situation in the XXI th century /plenary session/
   The presenter – dr. Christopher Day (Great Britain)
   The moderators – dr. Kurt Meredith, dr. Jeannie Steele (USA), dr. Rimantas Želvys (Lithuania)
13.00 – 14.00 Lunch
14.00 – 15.30 Developing critical thinking in high school – expectations and reality. The presentation of national RWCT projects /plenary session/
15.30 – 16.00 Coffee brake
16.00 – 17.00 Continuation of presentations
17.00 – 18.00 High school and secondary school – communication and collaboration: the presentation of the modelling schools /plenary session/
   Presenters: Ausra Drumstiene (Vilnius “Vytury” primary school, Lithuania)
   Jolanta Knyviene (Vilnius S.Daukantas secondary school, Lithuania)
18.00 The end of the first day and introduction to the second day

22 February 2000

08.00 – 10.00 Lessons observations and workshops in Lithuania RWCT centres
10.00 – 13.00 Mini workshop “Possibilities for developing critical thinking in the modern lesson” /group work/
13.00 – 14.00 Lunch

23 February 2000

10.00 – 11.00 The presentation of the group work /plenary session/
11.00 – 11.30 Coffee brake
11.30 – 13.00 The presentation of sociological survey on RWCT project in Lithuania /plenary session/
   The presenter - Daiva Penkauskiene (Modern Didactics Center, Lithuania)
13.00 – 14.00 Lunch
14.00 – 15.00 Hopes and perspectives for the future. Possibilities for collaboration /group work/
15.00 – 15.30 The presentation of group work /group work/
15.30 – 16.00 Coffee brake
16.00 – 17.00 The presentation of group work. The conclusion and evaluation of the conference work.
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